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Summary-The w e s  of me-locked oscillators are briefly re- 
dewed A gimple antomatic-phase-crmtrol (APC) system is analyzed 
a l  a serwmeEhanigm analog. Three major characteri~tics of the sys- 
tem are conaidered: the lmk range, the capture range, and the mter 
bandwidth The lock range is the total drift in the d w k e d  oscillator 
frequency which can be exactly compensated by the locked Bystem. 
The captare range ia the largest unlocked frequency dzerence at 
which syncluonization, or lock-in, will occur. The fltet bandwidth of 
the Bystem expresses the performance of the system as a low-pass 
ater with mSpect Yb F M  dbise tbthpbnefit9 Wsting h the input to 
the gystem and as a high-pass filter with respect to FM noise com- 
ponents generated within the output oscillator- 

The mutual interdependence of these characteristics and the 
various quantities affecting each one are dismsed. The conditions 
for stable operation of the gystem are established. The d o c k e d ,  
loclcing-in, and locked conditions of operation and the effects of the 
low-pasa fflter are discussed. Simple design criteria are established 

I H E  phase-locked oscillator system has been 
analyzed many times in the past. Most of these 
analyses have been in classics! mathematical 
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terms. In this paper the author is attempting a new ap- 
proach to the problem, utilizing concepts which are well 
understood by people familiar with servomechanism and 
feedback system design. It is hoped that this approach 
will produce a clearer understanding of the system, both 
qualitative and quantitative. 

There are many varied uses for a phase-locked oscil- 
lator or automatic-phase-control (APC) system as it is 
sometimes called, An APC system can be used in a re- 
ceiver to increase. the power level and attenuate the 
noise of a weak FM signal, A similar system, involving 
somewhat different design parameters, can be used to 
reduce the jitter or frequency noise of a high-powered 
oscillator. I n  the field of frequency nleasurement and 
synthesis, in particular, the APC system is extremely 
useful. 

Marly frequency measurement and synthesis svstcms 
involve the generation and selection of x single fre- 
quency signal. Because o l  the generation process, a poor 
signaI-to-noise ratio (SNR) results-the noise it1 this 
case taking the form ol adjacent frequency components 
(or sidebands) and small deviation FM or phase jitter 
of the desired component. A phase-loclred oscillator can 
serve as a filter of arbitrarily narrow handrvidth (arbi- 
trarily high Q) for the selection of the desired signal, 
attenuating the unwanted components and reducing 
the phase jitter. 

Fig. 1 shoivs the  basic components of an elementary 
APC system. There are many yamifications of this basic 
system, some using frequency dividers or multipliers, 
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and some using offset comparison frequencies; but we 
shall restrict our attention to t h e  simple system shown 
here. No great generality mill be lost by this procedure. 
The spstenl contains: an oscillator with a nominal fre- 
quency equal to the desired output Frequency; same 
form of reactance rnodul:ttor or other means for vo l t a~e  
control of the oscillator frequency; :t pllase detector 
which compares the  outputs o l  the oscillator and the 
rcference source; and a Iow-pass filter which filters the 
output voltage of the phnse detertor before it is applied 
to the reactance modulator. 

REFERENCE 
OUTPUT 

t I 
Fig.  block diagram: automatic phase-control system. 

The operation of the system can be understood qaali- 
tatively by assunling that  the oscillator frequency is 
equal to that of the reference. The phase-detector out- 
put is then a dch voltage dependent on the phase dit- 
ference between the output signals of the oscillator and 
t h e  reference. This voltage is applied through the low- 
pass filter to the reactance ~nodulator and thereby 
governs t h e  oscillator frequency. I t  the oscillator fre- 
quency tends to change, this attempted change is first 
felt as a phase-difference cl-ian~e in the phase detector. 
This produces a chat l~e  in phase-detector output  vo l t a~e  
which acts te hold the oscillator frequency constant. 
As the oscillator drifts, its output phase, relative to that 
of the reference, will drift, but its average frequency 
wilt remain fixed. The system operates exactly like a 
positional servomechanisn~ wherein, for constant input  
position, the output position is exactly equal to the in- 
put, with zero steady-state error.& To understand the 
lock-in performance of the system and its quantitative 
behavior with respect to noise arlrl drift requires a 
closer look. 

A block diagram of tlre simple phase-locked oscillator 
system, which lends itself Innre readily to analysis, is 
shown in  Fig. 2. This hIork cliitgram, incidcntallp, is 
irientical to that  for a positional servo. The circled Ehs 
reprcscnt sunlnlation points whcrc variorls s i ~ n a l  vnri- 
ables {voltages or frequencies) are combined. Frequency 
noise (incidental FhI or jitter) contributed by the ref- 
erence source is reprcser~tecl by IVl. T h e  1/S te rm rcyrre- 
scnts the intermtion ot lrecluency diffvrence to ph;hsc 
difference which occurs in  thc phnse detector. i t  is this  
i r ~  tegratio~s which gives the  system its unique properties 

I I. Chestntlt ar~d R.  Ilayer, "Scr\-ri~rlcrh~~~~isms anrl Res~ilnti~r~: 
System Decigi~," J o h n  \\'ilry JTI(I ~ U T I S ,  I IN-., henz Yurk, 5 .  Y.: l'J.;ll 
and 1955. 

frequency-control (AFC) system. In an  AFC sys tem,  
the frequency of the oscillator is compared to a reference 
frequency. For example, the resonant Frequency ol  a 
passive circui ti and the frequency difference-nor phase 
difference-is used to ~cnerate  a signal which tends to 
reduce tlre frequency difference. Such a system req~tires 
n small, but finite, error of the controlled variable ( the  
output frequency) in order to operate. The phase-lock 
qrstern, on the other hand, requires n o  steady-state 
error of the controIIed variable. but instend utilizes an 
error in the integral of the controlled variable, i .e . ,  an 
ersnr i l l  phase difference. The gain of the phase detector 
in volts per radian is represer~ted by Kl. The frequency 
characteristic of the low-pass filter is indicated by F(S) ,  
and k'! represents the gain of the  reactance-modufator- 
oscillator romhinatinn i t 1  radians per second, per volt. 
1V2 represents noise voltage a t  the i n p u t  to the reactance 
moduIatw, and Tt includes both the detuning of the os- 
cillator and frequency noise in its unlocked output. 

F~E. 2-Servo block diavam.  

Lock X a n ~ e  

There arc several qualltitics of interest for this sys- 
ten). Anlong t h e  most important are the lock range, the 
capture range, and the filter bandzvidth. From a knowl- 
edge of these quantities, much of the behavior of the  
system ran he calculated, such as the static phase error, 
the  response to an input transient, etc. The lock range 
i n  the total drift i n  unlocked output  frequency which 
call l ~ e  exac~l y r.urr~l~t.~~sa~ecl by the system. For a multi- 
plier or divider system, t h e  lock rarige is usually chosen 
so that nI1 expected drifts in the oscillator frequency due 
to component chan~es  and ambient temperature vasix- 
tions ran  be compensatecl as the phase-detector output 
traverses its cn tire range. From Fig. 2 it can be seen 
that the lock range is equal lo the range of the reactance- 
modulator-oscilIntor carnbinatioir caused by the maxi- 
n~um voltage range of the phase detector. For a linear 
rcactntlcr mod ul;rtor i111d a linear phase detector 
operating over a ranee nF TT radians, t h e  lock range 
~voultl ~ ~ l u i i l  ~ r J \ ' ~ l i ~  rr~rl in~~s per secorid. T3at is, a phase- 
rlifferencc. c h n ~ ~ q e  of T r;~cli;lns produces a voltage change 
n l  TK, volts out  of the phnse detector, which in  turn 
~,roclut.es ,z c h ; ~ t l ~ ~  nC aKlk ln  rxrli,~r~s per second in t h e  
Crerlz~en(:y af the re;lct;~~icc-tnntlulator-oscillator corn- 
hination. For ;L 1irlc;ir re:lrtnnce motlulator and a typical 
~~olilinear 1~;llancctl ~ ~ h n s e  detector, however, which has 
a n ~ a u i n ~ i ~ m  ou tpu t  s w i r ~ ~  nf 2Kl volts, the  lock range 
~voulA he 2 Kl K2 r:111i;llis per second. 

A K i v c ~ ~  tnr;ll lork r;llrgc can be achieved with n large 
K l  an(l ;I small k'? or vice versa. \flhicherer gain should 
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be made larger depends on the noise susceptibilities of 
the various components. Since, in a practical system, 
the input to the reacta~~ce modulator is usually the most 

b 
noise-sensitive point in the system, a large KI and a 
smaI1 Kr: are desirable. This is achieved with a high- 
outpnt phase detector and a %tiffn reactance-modula- 
tor-oscillator combination. Indeed, a "stiffn oscillator 
offers many advanta~es in a system for removing phase 
modulation from the refererice signal. An oscillator 
whose freqz~ericy i s  hard ro pull usually has g o d  long 
and short-term st-ability and thus  requires a smaller lock 
range and produces a cleaner output than a "loose" 
oscillator. For these reasons, a quartz crystal oscillator 
is so~nretil~~es used at the output of a phase-locked 
multiplier. 

Cn ptrtre Range 

The capture mnge i s  the lnriyst unlocked fretlucncy 
difierence a t  whirh the  system will lock-in. This capture 
range cannot be larger than  he lnck mniye, but it call 
be s~nitller. To p i 1 1  a ciear understa~iding or t h y  opera- 
tion of the systent, Ict u s  iqrlore Tor a t i r ~ ~ e  the low-pass 
filter. That is, let us assume thal the  c~ttoff f requenry ,  
w,, of this filter is areater than certaii~ other frequencies 
of interest. The rexson tor this wi l l  bc more apparent 
1;lter. For this cowdi!ion Ihc- cnptrtrr range i.r rqllol  to I h p  

lock m n g p .  
Fig. 3 is a dixgrmn which aids in obt;~i~ii i~g n physitnl 

picture of the nperatio~~ of the  system-both Inr the - lorked and the unlockccl contlitions. Oscillat~r frequency 
is plotted alona the ~ ~ r t i c a l  axis, n~ld phase diflerence 
is plotted a1on.g the hor izo~ l ta  s repre- 
sent the  frequency of the ost :tic)n a l  
oscillator-referenre phiise rli Ffer or every 
intesral multiple of 2 i ~  . There exists a family oi these 
curves,  each one corresponding to ;I dii'ferent mugh 
tuning of the oxillator. 

1 nsis. 7' 
-+illator : 
.encc and 

Ire curve 
la 3 fu l l (  

I repeat it 

of these intersections is stable, the other intersection 
corresponding to a condition ot positive rather than 
ilegativc feedback, The stilble intersection i s  indicated 
in Fig. 3. This intersection may be called the locked 
opera tin^ point and irrdicates the phase difference re- 
quired to maintain lock (the static phase error). If the 
r o u ~ h  tr~ning i s  varied (ar drifts) through 47 to Q?, the 
nscillator will remain locked and the operating point 
will move toward one end o l  the stable region. I f  the 
rough tuning is varied still further, say to 91, t h e  oscil- 
lator will unlock and the operxtin~ p i n t  wiJE move 
along t h e  Ql curve in the direction indicated by the ar- 
rows, produciri~ contill uous frequency ~nodulation of 
the oscillator. 

Now let u s  reverse the procedure. Assume that the 
oscillator tuning has been hrought to f l l  froin some far- 
distant v:~lue. Since the B curve does not intersect t h e  wl 

line, lockitlg is impossible and, as mentioned hefore, the 
operating point llloves a l o n ~  t h e  91 line. The nature of 
t h i s  motion car1 be understood qualitatively hy the 
following physical arqument. Sirrce the frequencies of 
the oscillator and reference are [lot equal, the output 
n l  the phase detector is a heat voltage. The "frequei~cy" 
of  his bent wIIl equal the diffcreirce I~r.~weell thc oscil- 
lator and reier~~ice frequencies. When the opera tin^: 
point on the Q1 curve is in  t he  region fi~rthest reriloved 
from #I ,  thc beat rrequency is h i ~ h  atirl the aperatin!: 

point moves rapidly. When the opera tin^; point is  in the 
region near w , ,  the beat Creqt~eiicy is low and the oper- 
a t i r i ~  point moves slo\vlp. The oscillrrtor Ireqlla~icy 
"hcsitatesn for a time as it nears the relerence frequency. 
Then it stveeps rapid1 y away a11d bark ;~s;l i l l .  Appe~rdix 
TI shows that,  under these co~lrlitions, the  otltput volt- 
age of the phase detector is a series of bark-to-back ex- 
ponential~, with flat regions as the operating point 
hesitates near wl and sha rp  C ~ I S ~ S  as the operating point 
moves rapidly down nne side of the phase-det~rtnr rhar- 
nrteristic and up the other. As the tunit~g is cha~lged 
from QI toward Q2, the hesitation lasts lonqcr and longer 
unti l ,  a t  !&, the  operating poin t  stops, r;cht. at the edge 
of the  !a-k mnge, and the oscillator is Inckrd. 

For the case considered, i . e . ,  nealecting the law-pass 
filter, it can Se shown that  the capture range i s  equal to 

el-3* the lock That i s ,  i f  the osrill3tor frequency vs 

phase-diRerenrre line intersects tlic desired frequency, 
the oscil!iftor will lock at the stable point of intersection. 

Filter Bnnd7tridrk 

The filter batrdwidth of the system represents its he- 

-R o TT 2rY 
havior as a Ufreql~ency noisen or "jittern filter. This can 
be h s l  ed in ter cutoff f r eque r~cy  w,. I t  

Fig. 3-Cum posi te Yockii~g diagram. can Re Fig. 2 thi stem behaves as a low- 
1 express 
seen in I 

pass filter with respect to ~npur  noise N t .  That is, com- 
In order for locking to occur, the rough tuning must ponents of N1 with rates below w,, i.e., slowly varying 

J be such that the oscillator frequency curve intersects changes in the reference frequency, appear directly in - the wt line (i.e.,  wp = w d .  Assume that 94 in Fig. 3 repre- the output, whereas components with rates above we 
sents the oscillaror rough tuning. There are two possible are attenuated. Converscl Y .  the svstem behaves as a 
intersections of the Q4 curve with the wl line. Only one high-pass filter with respect to internal noise IVp. That 
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is ,  compailents of No with rates befow o, arc attenuated 
in the output, whereas components with rates a h v e  w, 
appear directly. This topic is discussed further in 
Appendix I. 

I n  a narrow-band system, the output oscillator does 
not Collow rapid excursialls of the reference frequency 
S L I C ~  as rapid FM or jitter, but any internally generated 
rapid excursions appear directly. I n  a wide-band system, 
on the other hand.  the output oscillator follows rapid 
excursions of the reference frequency, but internally 
generated rapid excursions are attenuated. Depending 
on the purposes of the system, whichever noise source 
is most objectio~iahle detern~ir~es whether o, shoulcl he 
made small  (narrow baatd) or large (wide band). For 
example, if the purpose of the system is to select the 
Ioug-term average of the input freque~iry a ~ ~ d  remove 
incidental F h I  or jitter existing in the reference, an in- 
herently clean osrilla tor (such as a crysta I oscillator) 
should bc chosen and w, should be made as small as 
possibie. 011 the other hal~d,  i f  the purpose OF the system 
is to reproduce the frequency excursions of  the inputJ 
or to remove incirle~ital F1I in the ou tpu t  oscillator 
(such as a Idystroir oscillator), w, should be made as 
h i ~ h  as possible. Iloweuer, otw is stor f'ree to a d j t t s t  the 
ba~rdwdllr udithar~i, at the sawre rime, af--ding the Iock 
range or ~ I I P  r(tpt rsre xanfe. 

ChPTURE AAMGE - I ( W e t  

BhND WIDTH U G  

Fig. 4--0pe11 loop gain. 

Fig. 4 stio\~,s n plot or the open-loop gain of thc system 
i n  decihels \-s In~nrithmic frequency. Because of the 1/S 
inteyl-atio~r terrn, the lnop gait1 decreases with frequency 
a t  a rate or h clh per octave, irltersecting the zero- 
rlecibel (uni ty  ~ a i n )  line at a frequency w,= Ec'lK?. This 
?s flrr* czlfqf Jre~rlrncy of tire c110.s~d-IouP . T ~ S ~ P M .  That  is, 
the transfer characteristic of the system equals unity 
(L~; .=w~)  fnr input variations with rates below o, and 
lal ls off for rates above or. The low-pass filter is assumed 
to be a simple RC section with a cutofl frequency of w, 
{showtl greater than w,).  This filter causes an increase 
in the rate of open-loop and closed-Imp attenuation to 
12  db per ortave above w,. 

This open-loop gain-frequency diagram comp!etely 
drfii?es thc chi~~~ctpr is t ics  of the system. Tlte lock range 

is equal to TKIK~, the capture range is equal to  the l& 
range, and the cutoff Frequency wc is equal to KIK2. The 
static phaseerror constant is 1 /KtKa radians phase dil- 
ference lor each radian per second attempted frequency 
difference. Lock range, capture range, and bandwidth 
a41 illcrease in proportion to KIK?. Fortunately, this is 
often advanta~eous. A system for locking a klystron 
oscillator, for example, should have a large KlXe to ac- 
commodate wide drift in the klystron frequency. A 
large KlK? product automaticallv produces a desirabk 
wide capture range and the wide bandwidth necessary 
for noise attenuation. Similarly, designing a system 
with sinall R1K2 to accommodate a crystaI oscillator 
automatically produces a small capture range and a 
narrow bandwidth. 

E$ect of the Low-Pass Filter 

Although the system bandwidth cannot be made 
greater than I/T times the loclr range, one might think 
that the bandwidth could he seduced by making the 
cutoff frequency, wfl of the low-pass filter lo~ver than 
KIRz but one has to be a little careful about this. Several 
changes occur as the filter cutoft' frequency, w,, is, 
lowered. The phase shift a t  the frequency a t  which the 
loop gain is unity gets closer to a(18Q0), and the system 
transient response to a step input develops unclet- 
damped ringingap Another important happening is a re- 
duction of the capture range. The unlocked oscillator 
frequency must  be brought nearer to the reference fse- 
qaency t h a n  indicated by the lock range, for locking to 
occur. A hysteresis effect exists. For this case it can lx 
shonon that the reduction in capture range is approxi- 
mately equal to the reduction in system bandwidth 
(unity-gain frequency) caused by a lowering of wI.1,2 

A better method el narrowing the bandwidth in- 
volves the use of a lag (integral-compensation) network 
as the low-pass f i l t e r .The  effect of th is  network is 
shown in the dashed curve of Fig. 4. Such a network 
also reduces the capture range, but not as drasticatlp as 
the simple RC filter discussed above. It can he show~l 
that  the use of a lag network with cor~stants chosen to 
insure :L mi nimurn noise bandwidth (For the chosen sys- 
ten? ba Idwidth) will produce a reduction in capture 
range approximately equal to the square root ol the 
reduction i n  sl-stem bandwidth.?r5 (See Appendix I . )  
h reduction in capture range call possibly be tolerated 

if the operator of the system is required to Emk the 
oscillntor before use or  if a nonlinear lag network1 is 
used. However, such a system may be only conditionally 
stable. If the  oscillator drifts outside the capture railKe 
-still remaining within the lock range-a small per- 
turbation may cause i t  to unlock. The system is also 
conditior~ally stahle in the serlse tha t  a n y  nonlinearity 
or shift in K1 or K2 can cause the open-loop unity-gain, 
frequency to move to a n  u~rsrable region. 

I t  is usualIy desirable to have the capture range as 

* .See Appendix I .  
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nearly equal to the lock range as possible, ta insure tion, internal noise rejection, and economy, for the par- 
lwking whenever the oscillator tuning is within the Iock ticular application. Often a great deaI of subjective ex- 
range. This requires a low-pass filter with a cutoff fre- perimenting is  required. The criteria mentioned above 
quency greater than KrKt. shouId s e w  as a useful guide, however. 

TO summarize the foregoing results: The lock range 
of the system in radians per second is equal to aKl&, 
a times the product of the gains of the phase detector 
and reactance-modulator-osciltator combination. The 
bandwidth of the system is determined by the cutoff 
frequency, w,, the frequency at which the open-loop 
gain falls to unity.  This is equaI to KrKz in the absence 
of a low-pass filter. The capture range of the system is 
a function of the cutoff frequency, wc. With no low-pass 
filter, the capture range is equal to the lock range, With 
a simple RC filter reducing w,, the capture range is 
reduced by approximately the same factor. With art 
optimized Fag network reducing w,, the capture range is 
reduced by approximate1 y the square root of the band- 
width reduction. 

The usual procedure is to design the best oscillator 
economically feasible to produce the desired output fre- 
quency. The reactance moduIator may be a reactance 
tube, a volta~e-variable inductor or capacitor, or t h e  
like. The phase detector may be a balanced type to re- 
duce amplitude sensitivity or a simple tuned-circuit- 
diode rectifier if the amplitudes involved are constant. 
Use of a limiter is desirable since amplitude variations 
in the phase detector call result i n  frequency modu tation 
of the output oscillator. The product K I R ~ ,  preferably 
with large K I  and small Ks, should be chosett to itisure 
locking Eor all expected drifts i n  oscillator or reference 
frequency. For a maximum capture range, the low-pass 
filter should have a cutoff frequency slightly greater 
than KIKa. If a wider bandwidth is desired to attenuate 
internal noise, the lock range may be made greater than 
necessary. This will also reduce the phase error reqtiired 
to correct a given frequency error. 

If a small stat ic  phase error and a narrow bandwidth 
are desired and a reduction in capture range can be 
toIerated, a  la^ network should be used.g 

I t  should be emphasized that in actual practice the 
parameters, K I  and k;, may be variable. The common 
balanced phase detector, for example, has a sensitivity 
(K1) which depends on the phase-difference operating 
point. Similar! y, most reactance-tube controlled oscil- 
Iarors have sensitivities ( K g )  which depend on the re- 
ac tance-tube bias, the 0-bias (high gm) region being the 
more sensitive . Therefore, the bandwidth and srabili ty  
may vary with the Iock operating point. All possible 
values ol  XI and KI should he considered in the design. 

Ordinarily Kt, K2,  and the low-pass filter character- 
* istic are chosen lor t he  best compromise with respect to 

lock range, capture range, static phase error, transient 
response to inpu t  signal variations, input noise rejec- 

CQE~CLUSION 
In conclusion, the phase-locked oscillator is a versa- 

tile device. I t  can be used to  increase the  power level 
and SNR of a weak, jittery signal or to reduce short- 
term Frequency excursions of either the  reference source 
or the oscillator itself. The techniques described have 
been used successfully to multipl y standard frequencies 
from 100 kc to 1 mc, 5 mc, 10 mc, and 100 rnc with 
locked crystal oscillators, and to 1000 mc with a locked 
klystron 0scilIator.~0~" 

A nalysis of the Low-Pass Filter EJect 

System Tsapzsfer Frcnction: In Fig. 2 ,  let the trans- 
mission of the low-pass filter be: 

This corresponds to the use of a lag network shown 
in Fig. 5, where 

tl = (R14-Rz}C= the t ime  constant of the tag break 
12=R2C=thc: t ime rnnstant  nf the lead break. 

The trili~sler function of the systent can be calculated 
to he: 

where K=X1K'q. 
The denominator is of the general form 

where 

w. = the natural resonant frequency = (3) 

I + K'S? 
{ = the damping ratio = - - 

2wal1 

" J. K. Clapp and F. I). Lewis, 'A unique standard-frequency 
multiplier," 1957 IRE NATIONAL C o ~ v a ~ r ~ o w  RECORD, pt. 5, pp. 
Iff-1\36 . . ... 

l1 F. D. Lewis, 'New standard frequency multipliers," Grncral 
Rodin Experiwnler, vol. 32, pp. >9; July, 1958. 
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It will be shown Iater that w, equals w,, the open-loop 
crossover frequency. 

Noise B a d w i d t i :  The response of the system to 
random disturbances e n  the input can be expressed in 
terms of i t s  noise bandwidth:L2ea 

This is the area under the square of the closed-loop 
frequency response curve. 

Eq. (2) can be substituted in ( 5 )  and the  integration 
carried out to yield1 Lb 

or, in terms of ar= t l / t t= the ilezwork ratio, 

For the minimum noise bandwidth, i t  can be shown 
that  t h e  following conditions shollld be satisfied:? 

or, in terms of a, 

This last result is interesting since it shows that a s  
the crossover frequency, w, = dm, is lowered by in- 
creasing tl, the damping ratio decreases so as to main- 
tain the noise bandwidth constant at aJ2K. In  other 
words, as the crossover frequency is lowered, the peak- 
ing of the  frequency response curve i s  increased, main- 
taining the  area under the square of this curve constant. 

With the use of the optimized lag network mentioned, 
the noise bandwidth varies from ~ / 2 w ,  for w,= K to RW, 

for w,<<K. The optin~um value of varies from 0.707 for 
w,=K to 0.5 for w,<<K. Similarly, the op t imum value 
of a ranges from 2.4 for w, = K ,  to  K/w,  for w,<<K. 'This 
indicates that for values of w, much smaller than K the 
lead break occurs irn mediate1 y after the crossover fre- 
quency. T h e  values are repented in the following table: 

These equations can be nrauipulated to yielcl the fol- Captnre Rafige: Gr11en"as shown that the capture 
lowing relationship between the several freql~e~~cies of range is 
interest: -- - 

) b w  1 = v/2rw,,K, for u,, << K (13) 
2 2 
= 1 + - 1 + K .  (10) or, expressed as  a "cnptzzre mtio," 

'The left side ot this equation is the square of t h e  ratio 
of the network lead frequency to the resonant frequency. 
According to the right side, th is  ratio can never be less 
~ ~ R I I  one. This indicates that, in a system with minimum 
rloise bandwidth and for the usual case K >  (t/tl), the 
resonant frequency w ,  = equals w,, the open-loop 
crossover frequet~c y, and the crossover frequency occurs 
in the 1.24 b-per-octave region of the open-loop gain. 

1,imiling Cascs: \\:ith no low-pass filter a t  all, the 
noise hanclwidrh beconies: 

T 
I: n - - K  - 

2 
(1 1) 

This can be seen from (5) by letting a = 1. 
Similarly, with a single-section RC filter 

(14) 
lock range K 

Substituting { o =  0.5 for w,<<K, this ratio becomes 
- 

capture range 
(15) 

lock range 

Tor a s y s t e ~ ~ i  with an optimized Iag network. 
For a system w i t h  a sirt~ple KC filter (t2 = 01, 

Substi tut i~~g (16) in (14) yields 

capture range w,, 
r C I - .  - 

lock range K 
(17) 

?r 
F n - - K .  - 

2 
(I2$ Captme T h e :  Richrnan4 states that  the capture time 

depends on the initial frequei~cy offset and the noise 
This can be see11 by letting a approach infinity in (5). bandwidth in the following manner: 
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Fig. 8-Phase behavior in Region B. 

FIR. &Composite locking diagram. 

Fig. 9-Steady-state phase behavior. 
Fig. 7-Phase behavior in Region A. 

Substituting initial condition: 

except near the limit ol  the capture range, where the 
capture time approaches infinity, 

4 d  = ( d / k )  - ( A  + c / k ) C k ' .  

The time behavior of 4 d  is shown in Fig. 7.  
However, at t = t l ,  the operating point enters Region l3 
with initial conditions 

! = tl = lQ' 

4 d  = 0. 

APPENDIX 11 

Pulling Behavior of an A PC Loop 

Fig. 6 illustrates what occurs if the rough tuning of 
the oscillator is such that the range of the phase- 
detector-reactance-modulator conlbination is insufi- 
cient to allow locking. 

In th is  case, 

f d  = f -fo = instantaneous frequetlcy difference be- 
tween oscillator and reference. 

$d =& -&, = instantaneous phase difference. 
c = minimum Erequeilcy difference allowed by device. 
k =slope of jd vs q5a characteristic. 

In Region B 

fd = kb + c, 

fd = (d/dt)#d, 

(d/dhd = &d + c, 

(d/dl)b - k 4 d  = c ,  

4 d  = - ( c / k )  $- A&'. 

Initially, 

I7titial Conditions: Assume that at t = 0, q5d = -a, i.e., 
the operating point starts at the left extremity of Re- 
gion A. 

Tn Region A:  

0 -  - ( c / k )  + A ,  

A = J, (cjk), 

4 d  = + (~(c/k)(l - @ I ) .  

I 

j d  = - k$a + C, 

fd = ( d / d l ) $ d .  

Solving: 

The time behavior of $d is shown in Fig. 8. 
However, at b, operating point reaches T ,  re-entering 

Region A at the proper initial conditions and the process 
repeats as shown it1 Fig. 9. 

The author wishes to express appreciation to M. J. 
Fitzniorris of the General Radio C o m p a ~ ~ y  for his as- 
sistance in the system analysis. 



Change Notice for Reprint 6-79 

Harold T. McAleer, author of "A New h k  at the 
Phase-Locked Oscillator, " which appeared on pages 
1137-1 143 of the June, 1959, issue of PROCEEDINGS, has 
pointed out the following to the Editor. 

111 Appendix E it1 the section titled "Capture Range" 
(page 11421, (14) and (17), while correct, are inlpropesly 
derived. The sectioii should be rewritten to mad: 

Capture Ranger For a system with a simple RC filter 
( t p  = 0) and a bataticed cosine phase-detector, several 
authors2-0+'2 have shown that the capture range I ~ w l  
is approxinrately proportio~~al to the crossover fre- 
quency w,. Expressed as a "capture ratio," the relation 
becomes: 

AW capture range W ,  

? A m .  
lock range K 

The value of the rnultiplyii~g constant A has been 
variously estimated at values ranging from 0.7 to 1.2. 
For a system with an optimized lag network, the cap- - 

ture ratio bec~rnes:~.". '~ 
- 

capture range 

lock range 

For the region w,,/K<<l, the multiplying coilstai-rt B 
has been estimated as 1 . 4 . ' ~ ' ~  

I 

The value B = 1 gives a useful approxi mation for the 
entire range of values of w,/K.  

I 

1% \I.'. E. In~ha rn ,  "The Design of an A.P.C. S y n c h r o n i ~ i n ~  Loop," 
E.M.I. Res. Labs., Ltd., Hayes, Rliddlesex, Eng., Kept. No. Rn'/8; 
April, 1956. 
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